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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEflNITION OF TERMS USED
Education today  ̂in the opinion of many people in 
this country faces problems that should be solved if our 
educational system is to win the approval of the majority of 
people concerned with its progress* One of these problems 
concerns the wide variety in the methods of teaching, in grade 
levels reached) in materials taught # in evaluation of methods 
used, and in teacher qualifications as these are related to 
any particular subject# In the light of these differences, 
there is, today, no easy way of determining what the quali» 
floations of a transfer studtwat may be in any specific subject 
even though that subject has the same title in the school the 
student left as it has in the school he Is entering. This 
situation is not only true with respect to a student trans* 
ferring from one state into another state and between school 
systems within the same state, but, often, it is tz*ue of a 
student who changes teachers within one school system,
I, STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The purpose of this survey was to discover the trends 
in the field of general science in the junior high school 
grades in Montana with regard to; (1) the curriculum, 
including the portion of the year that general science is 
offered and the time devoted to it each week; (2) the 
materials used for Instruction; (3) the methods of instruc-
»1«*
“2*'
tion] (4) the evaluation methods} (5) the teacher qualirioa« 
tlone; and (6) the purposes for offering the course in the 
school*
II* DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
General Science* General science is the term applied 
to a course in science usually offered to students of grades 
sevenI eight, and nine* The course has come into being throug] 
a consolidating of the content of the several sciences into 
an introductory course that has different objectives as 
considered by different people* (The objectives will be taken 
up later in Chapter IV.) Webster*s New International 
Dictionary defines general science as **A subject or course of 
study in schools in which the elements of several sciences 
are studied***1
Junior High School* The junior high school has 
several definitions varying from the very specific to the 
quite general* Pringle explains that
The junior high school is an organisation of the 
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades into an administrative 
unit for the purpose of providing instruction and 
training suitable to the varied and changing physical, 
mental, and social natures and needs of immature, 
maturing, and mature pupils*2
 ̂Webster* s New International Dictionary of the Engligh 
Language * Second Edition Unabridged, (Springfield, Mass*: G, 
and C* Merriam Company Publishers, 1949/ Vol. I. p* 1044.
2 Ralph W. Pringle in Chris A. DeYoung, Introduction 
to American Public Education*(New York; McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc.,1942) p* 214*
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Webster gives the following definitionî
Junior high school ~  a school including most 
frequently the seventh and eighth grades of the 
elementary school and the first year of the high school, 
but often only the seventh and eighth or the eighth and 
ninth grades, departmentalized to provide for individual 
differences among pupils by permitting limited election 
. of subjects, and marked by the introduction of some 
subjects usually taught in the high school.3
The definition used by Pringle is slmiliar to that used 
by the State Department of Public Instruction of Montana,
A junior high school Is a public school as defined in 
the general school laws and is an integral unit of the 
public school system udiich comprises what is ordinarily 
designated as the work of the seventh, eighth and ninth 
grades of the school system and which has its own admin­
istrative head and corps of teachers under the direct 
supervision of the district superintendent and board of 
trustees of the school district.4
The definition used by Webster, and the one used in 
this paper, would include junior high schools organized by 
any of the following plans*
Plan. A plan that groups grades one 
through six into the elementary school; grades seven, 
eight, and nine into the junior high school; and grades 
ten, eleven, and twelve into the senior high school.
èrkrdi Plan. A plan that groups grades one 
through six into the elementary school; grades seven, 
eight, nine, and ten into the junior high school; and
3 Webster, op. cit.. p. 1346#
4 School Laws of the State of Montana. (Helena, Montana: 
State Department of Public Instruction, 1949) Chapter 117, Section 1262,1 p. 1$3.
grades eleven and twelve into the senior high school* 
Plan* A plan that groups grades one 
through six into the elementary school; grades seven 
and eight into the junior high school; and grades nine» 
ten, eleven, and twelve into the senior high school*
6*6 Plan, A plan that groups grades one 
through six into the elementary school and grades 
seven through twelve into the junior^senior high school* 
The traditional 8^4 plan does not, so far as this study 
is concerned, include a junior high school.
Ill* DELIMITATIONS
Because of the large number of grade schools in the 
state of Montana that include grades seven and eight, this 
survey will be limited to 6-6, 6-3-3, and 6-2-4 plan school 
systems* The 6-4***2 plan would be included in the survey, 
but there are none in Montana* The survey cannot be limited 
to the strict Junior high, 6-3̂ 3 plan, because there 
are only five of them in the State as of the summer of 1952.
Since the State Department of Public Instruction 
limits the 6-3"̂ 3 plan as the junior high school in Montana, 
The Part-A High School Reports? had to be used to find the 
schools in the state that recorded grades seven and eight
5 An annual autumn report of all Montana secondary 
schools, sent to State High School Supervisor, State Depart­
ment of Public Instruction, Helena, Montana*
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or seven» eight, and nine along with their high schools*
This made it possible to obtain Information as to the other 
types of junior high schools in the State*
IV* IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
people consider that the twentieth century is a very 
scientific century* If students are to be prepared for life 
in this scientific age they must have a foundation in science*
In the junior high school grades the students usually get
their first introduction into the sciences* If the students 
of today are to be prepared for life in this scientific age, 
this introduction should give all of them a good background 
in the sciences and stimulate the scientifically minded 
individuals into entering other science courses* Carleton 
has this to say of the subject:
The job of trying to discover science-talented boys
and girls should be started during the junior high 
school years if possible, and then offer these potential 
scientists the kind of educational attention and oppor­
tunities their talents deserve* Â frightening shortage 
of engineers and scientifically trained personnel is 
upon us this very moment*^
If these objectives are to be accomplished, general science
in the junior high schools will have to become more unified
in respect to content, order of content, and objectives so
that all the students will have equal opportunity to receive ai
education in science*
^ Robert H* Carleton, **3cience Teaching and Educational 
Aims Today," PM Delta Kappan* Vol* XXXIII, October 1951, p* K
Science teachers today have heavier responsibilities 
than ever before in the development of conscience as to 
the use of the scientific discoveries and inventions#••
We must know [italics in the original] what it is that 
we intend our students shall accomplish; and the students 
should know it# too.'
7 Ibid. p. 100.
CHAPTER II
COLLECTION AND COMPILING OF DATA
1. DISTRIBUTION AND RETURN OF QUESTIONNAIRES
The Part-A High School Reports were first used to 
determine the schools that would fall into one or the other of 
the types of junior high schools to be used in this survey. 
After the schools were determined, the Part-A Report was again 
used to find the teachers that taught science in grades seven, 
eight, and nine in the selected schools. The questionnaires 
(see Appendix page 65) were then mailed to the teachers teach­
ing science on the junior high level. Nine questionnaires 
were mailed to the teachers in three first class schools; nine 
were returned for a one hundred percent (100̂ ) return. Thirty- 
eight questionnaires were mailed to teachers in twentyrtwo 
second class schools ;̂ nineteen were returned from sixteen 
schools. The percent of return from the teachers was fifty- 
two and six-tenths (52.6̂ ) and from the schools, seventy-two 
and seven-tenths percent (72.7jS)« Sixteen questionnaires were 
mailed to teachers in thirteen third class schools. Six were 
returned representing thirty-seven and one-half percent {37*5̂ ) 
of the teachers and forty-six percent (46̂ ) of the schools.
Four questionnaires were mailed to teachers in two county high 
schools, one of which was returned for twenty-five percent (25̂ ) 
of the teachers and fifty percent (50/S) of the schools. One 
questionnaire was mailed to a private school and returned for 
a one hundred percent (lOÔ t) return# A total of sixty-four
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questionnaires were mailed to forty-one different schools. 
Thirty-six questionnaires were returned from twenty-seven 
different schools. This was fifty-six and three-tenths 
percent {56.33t) of the teachers and sixty-five and nine-tenths 
percent (65.9/1) of the schools returning questionnaires.
2. THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The questionnaire* page 65 in the Appendix* was broken 
down into four divisions: curriculum* materials and methods
used in instruction* evaluation* and teacher qualifications. 
The purpose in each of these divisions was to determine if the: 
were trends toward uniformity in the different schools* and wit 
the different teachers.
Curriculum. The division on curriculum was further 
broken down into smaller sections: science course offered*
title of the course* use of the State Course of Study* the 
number of classes of science taught at the junior high school 
level* the portion of the year the science course was offered* 
the number of times the course met each week* the amount of 
time devoted to the course each day* and the amount of time 
given laboratory periods if not included in the regular class 
time. By compiling the data received in the questionnaires 
on each of these sections, some indication of the place of 
general science in the curriculum in the schools in Montana 
was expected to show itself.
Materials and Methods used In Instruction, The division 
on materials and methods used in instruction was also further 
divided into sections includingt methods of instruction 
used to carry on the class activities, the textbook used, the 
workbook used (if any), and other sources of materials used 
in the class (magazines, encyclopedias, bulletins, pamphlets, 
other textbooks, etc,}. Again, a compilation of the data from 
the questionnaires, it was hoped, would indicate whether or not 
there was some uniformity in the materials that the teachers 
used in the teaching of general science,
Hjgaluation, The sections of the evaluation division were; 
methods of evaluation used, frequency of giving tests (both 
full period and partial period tests), purposes of general 
science, and the objectives sought after in teaching the course 
in general science. These sections were Considered to be the 
most important of all, because they might show the trends in 
what the teachers required of their students in the course.
Teacher Qualifi cat ions, The sections of this division 
included such items as: number of years teaching experience,
degrees held, teaching certificate held, teaching majors, 
teaching minors, college courses taken in the sciences, and 
checking of the most helpful course or courses taken in the 
science field with regard to teaching of general science.
CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF RELATED INFORMATION 
I. GENERAL INFORMATION
There is In the field of science a vast amount of 
information concerning each of the divisions of this survey; 
curriculum; materials used for instruction; evaluation methods; 
aimsI objectivesI and purposes of course; and teacher qualifi«* 
cation. A few of the writings that are devoted to the many 
aspects of science teaching should be noted.
The National Society for the Study of Education put out 
a Yearbook in 1932 entitled **A Program for Teaching Science”. 
This book contained eighteen chapters of different topics in 
science education, number XIII being devoted to science in 
the junior high school grades.!
The National Society for the Study of Education again 
put out a Yearbook in 1947 that covered the different topics 
of science education. In this Yearbook one of the chapters was 
”The Content and Methods of Science in the Junior High School”.^
Noll^s book on the teaching of science covers several 
different topics. One chapter is on the science curriculum
! ”A Program for Teaching Science”, Thirty-First 
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education. 
Part I, lfj2. 3)0 pp.
 ̂"Science Education in American Schools", Fortv-Sixth 
p:;tifi#47%§%
—10—
Yearbook o£ National Society f&c, Ihg, SLtudy gf Education.
, 1947.
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ât the junior high school level.^
A book by Preston on the high school science teacher 
and his work, covers many of the topics of science teaching.^ 
Heiss, Obourn, and Hoffman wrote a book on science 
teaching that had three sections: Principles of Science
Teaching, Equipment for Teaching Science, and Sensory Aids 
For Teaching Science. One of the chapters in the first 
section was devoted to the junior and senior high school.5 
Konroe in his "Encyclopedia of Educational Research" 
has devoted nineteen pages to science education.^
The Office of Education made a survey which covered 755 
public schools in the United States ranging in size from 1-9 
enrollment to schools over 2,500. The 755 questionnaires 
received was 2.99^ of the public schools in the United States 
and included all different plans of school systems. From 
this survey they found that 71*6% of the schools offer seventh- 
grade general science, 96.3Ŝ of the schools offer eightf̂ grade 
general science and 77*k% of the schools offer ninth-grade 
general science. In these same schools 6l«6^ of the seventh-
3 Victor H. Noll, The Teaching of Science in Elementary 
and Secondary Schools. (New York; Longmans/Green and 
Company, 1942) 23à pp.
^ Carleton E. Preston, The High School Science Teacher 
and His Work, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,1936) 27Ipp7
 ̂Elwood D. Heiss, Ellsworth 3. Obourn, and Charles W. 
Hoffman, Modern Science Teaching. (New York: Ma civilian
iroe, Encyclopedia of Educational Research.
 ̂Company, 1950) pp. 1133-1151»
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grade students take general solenee, 7^#4^ of the eighth-grade 
students take general science, and 66.2^ of the ninth^grade 
students take general science? with the distribution between 
boys and girls being about the same proportion as they are 
found in enrollment,^ and showing a net-loss in enrollment 
from the first semester to the second semester.9
II# CURRICULUM
Curriculum has many individual problems of its own and 
each of these problems has material available on the subject# 
Instead of trying to give each of the individual problems its 
own background of information, the problems of curriculum in 
general science will be taken up as one unit#
In the Fourth Yearbook put out by the National Educa­
tional Association, five principles which should be observed 
in the selection of curriculum materials were given:
1# The material should belong to the activities and 
experienced of childhood, and to the child*s biological 
and physical environment, leading from the familiar to 
the unknown#
2# The material should arouse the interest and curiosity 
of the child, and at the same time be such that he is able 
to see and determine most of the facts concerning it for 
himself#3# As soon as the child*s interest and comprehension 
make it suitable, material having social value should be 
given preference over that which is interesting for itself 
alone#
7 «The Teaching of Science in Public High Schools**#
Federal Security Agency, Office of Education. Bulletin Number 9, 
1950. p."7T^
^Ibld. p. 7.
9 Ibid. p. 19.
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4# Th@ material should be seasonal»
5* The material should form a progressive and unified 
course and should be of sufficient variety to afford as 
broad an outlook upon the child*s environment as the 
consideration of the four principles previously stated 
makes practicable»*^
In the Forty-Sixth Yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of Education, seven items were given for the
content of the junior high school sciences
Content for junior high school science should:
1# Be in harmony with the accepted objectives set up for
the pupils#
2# Lead to the Inculcation of appropriate scientific 
attitudes and the understanding of the methods of science#
3# Encourage the belief in, and practice of, desirable 
social ideals involving science#
4» Be of direct use to pupils in their daily living.
5# Be appropriate for the ability level of the pupil#
6# Aid pupils in the interpretation of the local and 
world environment#
7# Be in harmony with the needs and interests of the pupil.H
Preston gives the following criteria for selecting
subject matter in science:
1. The material must be of the proper degree of difficulty#
2# The material must appeal to pupil interest#
3# The material must satisfy some real need.12
In the Thirty-First Yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of Education, it is stated that:
Seventh-, eighth-, and ninth-grade pupils should receive 
the same opportunities in science education whether they 
happen to be in a school system organized upon the Ô-4 
plan, upon the 6-3-3 plan, or upon any other admini­
strative grouping of the school grades#13
10 «Elementary Science and Nature Study**, Fourth Yearbook# 
(Washington: D#C»« Department of Superintendence of the 
N.E.A# 1926) pp. 99-100#
llporty-Sixth Yearbook, N#S#S.E« op# clt. p# 159 
1^ Preston, op, cit. pp# 7â-S3»
13 Thirty-First Yearbook, K#S*S#E# op# clt# p# 193#
•14*
Koll has this to add:
In the first place, the subject-matter of general 
science should be flexible, much more flexible than it 
customarily is#.##*.In the second place, elementary 
general science should be integrated with hobbies and 
leisure«*time activities of the pupils.♦•..The third 
point to be mentioned is that throughout the elementary 
grades and especially during the Junior high school years, 
emphasis should be given to health instruction.#.»*. 
Finally, in the Junior high school especially, emphasis 
should continually be placed upon the development of the 
scientific attitudes,I4
Some people consider that general science falls short 
of these principles#
General science in the Junior high school has been 
influenced by Nature Study Groups, Conservation Groups 
and by the fact that its content has been a "Pushing 
Down" of material from the high school level#̂ 5
Smith wrote his doctor*s dissertation on "A Determination
of Principles and Experiments Desirable for a Course of
General Science at Junior High School Level"# He had several
educators examine the principles and experiments that are
used in general science, and evaluate them as to their suit*
ability for Junior high school general science#̂ 6, 17#
Noll, o£# clt# pp. 111-113#
^5 Harl H. Douglass, The Hijgh School Curriculum.
{New forks The Ronald Press Company, 1947) p. 461.
16 Herbert F. A. Smith, "A Determination of Principles 
Desirable for a Course of General Science at the Junior High 
School Level; I", Science Education. 35:279-204# December, 1951.
17 Herbert F. A. Smith, "A Determination of Experiments 
Desirable for a Course of General Science at the Junior High 
School Level; II", Science Education. 36:32-47# February, 1952.
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Other aspects of curriculum are brought out by other 
authors. Nixou wrote an article In v^ich he pointed out that 
schools were tending to drop the double-period laboratories.
He thought that the teachers of science classes should Insist 
that they be given double-periods for laboratory work.^®
After an Investigation of teacher load Sullivan had 
this to report %
We consider top preparations In science to be the 
optimum or^reaaonable’ teaching load; three preparations 
are considered unreasonably burdensome. The committee 
holds that it Is impossible to do good Cltallcs In 
original) science teaching with four or more preparations. 
•••• These studies strongly support the theses that where 
laboratory assistants are not available| the science 
teacher should be freed of extra-teaching duties to the 
extent required to provide sufficient time for laboratory 
teaching within a "reasonable” work day and work week.^^
The Office of Education found a wide variation in the
time alloted to the same subject in different schools;
The most striking fact concerning time allotments is 
the wide variation in the time alloted to the same subject 
in different schools. These wide variations indicate that 
there are large inequalities in the opportunities that 
schools make available for science education.*^
In the same study by the Office of Education, It was
found that there were a large number of part-time science
1 fkAlfred F. Nixon, "Are Our Schools Preparing for the 
Scientific Age?”, Science Education. 36:23-24# February, 1952.
Daniel L. Sullivan, "General Science Prerequisites for 
High School Chemistry”, School Science and Mathematics. 
53:214-221, March, 1953. PP. 220-22T.
Office of Education, Bulletin Number 9# cit. p. 34.
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teachers» and suggested that this division of responsibility
may be the most serious weakness of our science teaching 
enterprise*
III, MATERIALS AND METHODS USED IN INSTRUCTION
•̂ New Directions in Science Teaching*» by Laton and Powers 
could probably be under the curriculum division just as easily 
as being under materials and methods used in instruction; but 
since it deals with new perspectives and knowledge for 
teachers» development of new courses» new emphases» and sig­
nificance of the project» it could be used any place in the 
study. The book has most of the new trends in the teaching 
of the sciences from seventeen schools from coast to coast 
that cooperated in the study.
The Thirty-First Yearbook has a list of forty-four 
activities useful in the teaching of science for grades 
seven, eight, and nine# 3̂ In the same study the Committee 
classified using an ordinary classroom as a science room as 
being deplorable and continued to list what the science room 
for grades seven, eight, and nine should include:
21 Office of Education, Bulletin Number 9, 0£. clt. p. 29,
22 Anita Duncan Laton and Samuel Ralph Powers, New 
Directions in Science Teaching. (New York; McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, înc*,1949) 164 PP*
23 Thirty-First Yearbook, N.S.S.E. op, cit. pp. 214-215,
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This room should contain a good demonstration table; 
movable work tables for the pupils; adequate blackboard 
space; a large bulletin board; shelves of reference books; 
files or cases containing pamphlets, bulletins, and 
pictures; an aquarium; a terrarium; a plant growing bed; 
an exhibit case or shelf; storage space for equipment, 
laboratory supplies, and exhibit materials; a projection 
apparatus for still and motion pictures; and adequate gas, electrical, and water connections#^^
The Forty-Sixth Yearbook has a section on methods and
materials for junior high school science in which determining
classroom procedures, workbooks, multi-sensory aids, extensive
reading, laboratory, problem-solving, attitudes and
appreciations, pupil planning, and core curriculum are all
discussed. 5̂
Heiss, Obourn, and Hoffman devoted two chapters to
methods and materials used in the teaching of science. In
the chapter on selecting materials there are forty-one
references on this problem alone. These are summarized by
the Forty-Sixth Yearbook.26
1. Content should be organized into large areas or units, 
each of which represents some major problem of living, 
area of human experience, or aspect of environment.
2« The content of any single area or unit should be 
broken down into smaller learning problems which have 
interest, significance, and usefulness to the learner.
3. The learning experience in any single problem should 
be organized to promote functional understanding, growth 
in instrumental skills, growth in the processes of problem­
solving, and the development of attitudes, appreciations, 
and interests.4. Abundant opportunities should be provided both for 
building and applying principles and concepts.
5. Provision should be made for effective evaluation 
including self-evaluation.
24 Thirty-First Yearbook, N.S.S.E. Ibid. p. 219.
25 Forty-Sixth Yearbook, N.S.S.E. op. cit. pp. 159-166.
26 Heiss, Obourn, and Hoffman, o£. cit. pp. 56-97.
••Xd*»
6* The sequence of units should be planned to give 
recurrent contacts with facts, concepts, and principles of 
science and to provide a spiralling and enlarging pattern of growth in concepts and principles*
7. Problem situations should provide definite training in 
one or more of the elements of scientific method*
Ô* The course in science should be organized to provide
frequent opportunity for pupils to participate in planning
and to engage in individual and group projects*^?
Richardson and Gaboon wrote a book which they divided
into two partss Part One — » Laboratory Experiences for Science
Teaching, Part Two —  Demonstrations, Laboratory Experiences
and Projects for General and Physical Science* In this book
are many examples of experiments that can be used in general
science and methods of conducting them*^^
Bruce put out a series of manuals on experiments and
experiences on different units covered in general science*
In these manuals he gives all the information needed to conduct
the experiments, the materials needed for the experiments,
directions for making the compounds and solutions needed,
and the objectives of the experiment.^9
Forty-Sixth Yearbook, N.S.S.E. o£. cit* p* 159•
John S* Richardson and G. P* Gaboon, Methods and 
Materials for Teaching General and Physical Science* (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc*, l95l) 48o pp.
9̂ y, Bruce, Science Teaching Today. (Washington,
D.C.s The National Science teachers Association, 1950-1)
Vol. I Experiments with Water"
Vol. II "Experiments with Air"
Vol. Ill "Experiences with Fuels and Fire"
Vol. IV "Experiences with Heat"
Vol. V "Experiences with Magnetism and Electricity"
Vol. VI "Experiences with Sound"
Vol. VII "Experiences with Light and Color"
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There la a handbook for chemistry assistants that 
gives some very good information on; conducting a recitation 
period; conducting a laboratory period; quizzes* tests, and 
reports} safety measures; first aid procedures; and personal 
and ethical aspects —  all of which are very good for any 
teacher that has a laboratory period#30
Strahler wrote an article on teaching of superior and 
retarded students in general science in which she gives eight 
methods of teaching when both the retarded and superior 
students are in the same class with the average students«31 
Smith WTote an article explaining how an experiment 
was carried on in teaching general science through photography* 
This article would tend to show that the methods available 
for the teaching of general science are I n f i n i t e *32
The material that is used most in general science is 
probably.the teKtbook* The Forty-Sixth Yearbook states the 
place of the teĵ tbook;
In general, what seems likely to prove most satisfac­
tory is to select a basic textbook that provides a good 
general outline of the course and the primary text materials
30 ^Handbook for Chemistry Assistants”, The Division of 
Chemical Education of the American Chemical Society. 1952. pp. 10.
31 Violet Strahler, ”Implementing the Basic Principles 
with Superior and Retarded Students in General Science”,
The Science Teacher. 20:60-79, March, 1953.
32 Herbert F.A. Smith, ”An Inductive Approach to 
General Science Through Photography,” The Science Teacher. 
19:266-268, November, 1952
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which all the class may be expected to study and then to 
supplement this foundation material with a variety of 
materials from other textbooks, periodicals, and 
reference works,))
Preston gives ten criteria for the selection of text* 
books for science courses in the form of questions that 
should be answered before the textbook is considered to be 
suitable for the course,)^
Heiss, Obourn, and Hoffman state that:
Properly used, the textbook may become a very important 
part of a course in science. When a single basal text is 
the only reference source, there is, of course, the danger 
that the pupils will come to think of the text as the only 
source of material and will thus have a distorted conception 
of its true value,3)
Mallinson states:
In general, textbooks for junior high school science 
are not likely to cause difficulty for the average 
student, although they are likely to cause some difficulty 
for the below*average student. Further, some passages in 
all of the textbooks are likely to be difficult for all but the superior student,36
Douglass states:
The course in general science, after struggling through 
a period in which the teaching materials included 
unassimilated fragments of previously taught high school 
sciences, achieved a fair degree of integration into a 
single science course. Today there is reasonable agree­
ment among courses and textbooks in ninth grade general 
science.
33 Forty-Sixth Yearbook, N,S,S,E, op, cit, p, W, 
3^Preston, op, cit, pp. 9Ô-100,
3^ Heiss, Obourn, and Hoffman, pp, cit, p. 122. - -
36 George G, Mallinson, ”The Readibility of High School 
Science Texts”, The Science Teacher, 18:254. November, 1951.
An ever-present danger In the use of science general­
izations is a tendency on the part of the builders of 
teaching materials and on the part of teachers to attempt 
to teach the statements of generalizations as such.
These abstractions, without accompanying illustrations 
and applications, are meaningless to the immature 
learner and practically unlearnable in a true sense.37
2im reports:
In the classroom, all too often the textbook is 
king.....Texts do not have to be "followed” or "covered”. 
They can be used and are frequently of value in giving 
students background facts pertinent to their interests# 
problems or experiments. Problems should dictate the use of the text— not the reverse.3o
Goins gives five recommendations toward what is wanted
in a textbook in his article on science textbook needs.39
Hough, Johnson, and Wareham wrote three articles on
the subject of textbooks. Hough who is the managing editor
of Rand McNally and Company wrote his article on the problems
of publishing science books.40 Johnson, vice-president of the
Webster Publishing Company, wrote his on the financial side
of textbook publishing.41 Wareham, head of the science
37Douglass, 02* cit. pp. 463-46$.
38 Herbert S. Zim, "Where Are We Now and Where Are We 
Going in Science Education?", The Science Teacher, 19:166.
39 p* Goins, Jr. "Science Textbook Needs in 
High Schools", The Science Teacher. 20:85, March, 1953.
40 Arleigh Hough, "Problems of Publishing School Science 
Books", The Science Teacher. 20:118-141, April, 1953.
W. MacLean Johnson, "The Financial Side of Textbook 
Publishing", The Science Teacher. 20:119-142, April, 1953.
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department of D. 0$ Heath, wrote on the preparation of school 
science textbook manuscripts and the problems involved in 
this process of book m a k i n g #42
The textbook not only can be discussed as to its 
purpose and types of materials and methods it suggests, but 
also from the aspect of field content* By taking the number 
of pages In some of the general science textbooks and dividing 
them into the units on chemistry, physics, zoology, botany, 
astronomy, geology, and meteorology, it was found that 
approximately forty-five percent (45 )̂ of the content of 
general science textbooks was physics, or topics bearing on 
physics# The Course of Study for Montana, indicated sixty 
percent (60̂ ) of the course for ninth-grade students of 
general science to be physics#43
Most of the books that have previously been reported upon 
also have small sections devoted to workbooks, with varying 
opinions of their value# Eiseman wrote an article on 
laboratory manuals and workbooks in which he found two out 
of ten workbooks to be good# For the remaining workbooks he 
listed eight serious defects. He also pointed out that the 
reason the poor workbooks were used by science teachers was
4^ Richard T# Wareham, ^The Preparation of School Science 
Textbook Manuscripts", The Science Teacher, 20:119-144, April,
1953.
43 fTCourse of Study in General Science, Biology, 
Chemistry, and Physics for Montana High Schools", (Helena, 
Montana; State Department of Public Instruction, 1928) p. 28#
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time required to check a good workbook and the ease of giving 
the students a workbook that required little instruction timeA4
IV. EVALUATION
Evaluation is probably one of the most controversial 
issues in education today. There has been much written on 
the objectives and aims that should be considered in the 
evaluation process along with the actual attempt to measure 
what has been mastered in the course. Heiss, Obourn, and 
Hoffman have this to add:
There is probably no aspect of instruction in the 
secondary-school curriculum today that is changing as 
rapidly as the evaluation of learning products. The 
changing philosophy of the secondary-school curriculum 
is shifting the-emphasis of evaluation away from the 
exact measurement of mastery of content in a given area, 
as the only index of achievement, toward an attempt to 
evaluate other outcomes, such as aspects of thinking and desirable attitudes.45
Zim states that:
Aware of the objectives to which they (the science 
teachersj have pledged allegiance, they know full well 
that their tests and marks have little bearing upon them, 
let, driven by the necessity of periodical grades, they 
go through the ritual of pseudo-evaluation with little 
conviction as to the value of what they are doing.4o
Curtis gives fourteen principles of objectives of
courses in science, and makes the statement:
44 Frederick B. Eiseman, «Laboratory Manuals and 
Workbooks in High School Science", The Science Teacher. 
20:116-139I April, 1953.
45 Heiss, Obourn, and Hoffman, 0£. c$t. p. IS?.
46 zim, o£. cit. p. 16?.
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Yet I more than thirty years after the Cardinal 
Principles were hailed as the dawn of a new age in 
education* we do not yet definitely and specifically 
know the practical means and procedures by which to achieve them,4̂7
The Forty-Sixth Yearbook lists the major types of 
procedures and instruments available to teachers of science as:
1, Evaluation by paper-and-pencil devices*
a) Verbal tests* either ”objective^ or **essay” in form
b) Diagrams, pictures, charts, etc* 
o) Rating scales and check lists
2* Analysis of work products according to acceptable 
criteria (apparatus set-ups, notebooks, student 
collections, committee reports, etc,)*
3* Classroom questioning and discussion 
4* Observation of significant behavior, either
a) Informal, as in day-by-day classroom or laboratory 
activities, or
b) Systematic, as in situations specifically planned 
to elicit known types of behavior
5# Conferences and interviews with individuals or with small groups^
Smith published an article in which he used a statistical 
approach to attempt to find a method of grading laboratory 
classes and class grades together so that a readable and 
meaningful grade would be formulated,49
, V, TEACHER QUALIFICATION
The Thirty-First Yearbook gives the following as a 
minimum for specialization;
47 Francis D. Curtis, ''Basic Principles of Science 
Teaching", The Science Teacher, 20:)$-77, March, 1953*
4^ Forty-Sixth Yearbook, N$S,S#E, op, cit* pp, 252-253*
49 otto J. M, Smith, "The Science of Grading", Science 
Education, 37si93-205, April, 1953*
X* General or Orientation» [italics in original] A 
course required of all elementary-school and 
secondary^school teachers# The units of this 
work will be built around those generalizations 
and principles of science that relate most 
immediately to the needs and interests of liberally 
educated people# These will be chosen irrespective 
of the special field of science to which they may 
be related (Ô or 10 semester-̂ hours of credit] •
II# Beginning of Specialization# Introductory courses 
In each of the special sciences ~  chemistry, 
physics, and biology. Courses in botany and 
zoology may be offered instead of biology (18 to 
24 semester-̂ hours credit).
Ill# Specialization#
A# Chemistry
Second-̂ year chemistry (8 hours credit)
Third-year chemistry (8 hours credit)
B# Physics
Second-year physics (8 hours credit)
Third-year physics (4 hours credit)
C# Biology
Second-year biology (8 hours credit)
Third-year biology (8 hours credit)
IV# Electives
A% Seology (4 hours credit)
B# Physiography (4 hours credit)
C# Astronomy (4 hours credit)
D« Bacteriology (4 hours credit)50
Carleton in an article on what administrators look for
in a science teacher states that;
.••••Certain minima are taken for granted, such as 
knowledge of the subject, technical ability to teach 
effectively, and a suitable personality##••. There are 
three important factors involved; (1) The untimate aim 
of the teacher; (2) the kindness of the teacher (the 
teacher is either on **our side” or not, students feel); 
and (3) the total effect of the teacher’s presence on 
the school as a whole.51
The Office of Education put the following emphasis upon 
the qualifications of the science teacher:
50 Thirty-First Yearbook, N.S.S.E# 0£. cit. p. 340#
B. H# Carleton, ”What to Look for in a Science Teacher”, 
The American Biology Teacher. 142183-184, November, 1952.
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No approach to perfection in buildings, grounds, 
equipment and supplies, courses, books, or audio-visual 
aids can take the place of well-trained science teachers 
although obviously science teachers can make their efforts count for much more under favorable conditions*52
Noll in his chapter on teacher qualifications makes the 
following statement:
The work of accrediting associations of college and 
secondary schools is most effective in requiring training 
institutions to meet reasonably high standards#.,.,. 
Undoubtedly the weakest links in the chain are the state 
departments# The lack of uniformity in requirements for 
certification among the states and the issuing of blanket 
licenses or certificates are two of the most undeslreable 
features
Summing up the teacher requirements and qualifications 
Zim has a statement that should be included in this division:
V^en reluctant school boards are able to meet teachers 
half-way on routine problems they may discover a whole 
resurgence of creative teaching as cooperative ones already 
have# But when the science teacher has no choice of what 
he is to teach and how he is to teach it, he cannot be 
expected to be interested and enthusiastic# %en his 
classes are overcrowded, the supplies low, his schedule 
full and his salary inadequate, he cannot enter whole­
heartedly into experimental science education.54
52 Office of Education, Bulletin Number 9, o£. cit. 
p# 44*
Noll, OP. cit. p. 201.
Zim, 0£. cit. p. 167.
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF QUE3TI0MAIRE
The purpose of this chapter will be to present the 
information received on the questionnaire and to determine 
whether or not any trends were found with respect to the 
divisions of each section* Where no differences in the 
opinions of teachers of different class schools were found, 
all of the returns were tabulated together* Consequently, 
whenever the total group of teachers is tabulated together, 
it will be taken for granted that there were no marked 
differences in their opinions*
1. CÜRRICULÜ24
Is A Course or Are Courses in General Science Offered 
In Your School? Of the thlrty*̂ six questionnaires received, 
representing twenty-seven different schools, all thirty-six 
reported that general science was offered at some time during 
the three years of the junior high school level. This does 
not mean that one-hundred percent of the schools offered 
general science for grades seven, eight, and nine, but that at 
least one course in general science was offered during the 
three year period* This complete offering of general science 
in the junior high school grades follows the national pattern*
General science is almost the only science course 
offered seventh- and eighth-grade pupils in public high 
schools* Even at the ninth-grade level, general science 
continues to be the standard science course.*
«The Teaching of Science in Public High Schools”, 1950, 
Federal Security Agency, Office of Education; Bulletin No*9,p* 4-27-
This pattern was not only the trend, but has been suggested 
as the science curriculum for the junior high school grades#
Because of the significant place that science now 
occupies in our daily lives and the Important contribu­
tions it can make in meeting the objectives of general 
education, the committee has recommended that science be 
established as a major subject through grades 7, 8, and
%f general science is offered, what is the title of the 
course? As shown in Table I {page 29), about two-thirds 
(2/3) of the reporting teachers indicated that the science 
course offered to students of the seventh and eighth grades 
was called ^General Science”# Table I (page 29) also shows 
that ninety-six percent (96%) of the reporting teachers 
Indicated that ninth grade science was called Ĝeneral 
Science”.
If you do not have a course in general science, what 
course or courses in your curriculum replaces or substitutes 
for general science? Only four of the reporting teachers 
listed other courses that replaced or substituted general 
science in the curriculum of their schools. The four other 
courses were: (1) Health, (2) Health and Agriculture 7#
(3) Biology, and (4) Civics in grade eight.
«The General Science Handbook”, Part I, Bureau of 
Curriculum Development. Division of Secondary Education. 
%Hew York"State Education Department, Albany, 1951) 
Introduction by George K. Stone, pp. 9-10#
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TABLE I
PERCENTAGE PREQUENCT POLYGONS ON TITLES OP THE 
SCIENCE COURSES OPPERED IN GRADES 7, S, & 9 AS 
REPORTED BY 36 MONTANA JUNIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL TEACHERS
GRADE SEVEN
GENERAL SCIENCE
SCIENCE I I 'I
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE 7 1 r.fyJWfcl 
S C IE N C E  7  I 7.7%Wrtl
GRADE EIGHT
GENERAL SCIENCE 
0th SCIENCE nôTl
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE 6 
SCIENCE Ô
r  62%
10.5%
GRADE NINE
GENERAL SCIENCE I % % ' ' in " i 'i " — 'T T " ' ' ^
9 th  SCIENCE I 4 % im i
.30.
what extent do you use the State Course of Study?
As shown by Table II ( page 31) only about one-fourth (1/4) 
of the teachers reported that they frequently used the State 
Course of Study; the remaining three-fourths (3/4) indicated 
they used it some or not at all*
How many classes in general science do you teach?
Table III (page 31) indicates that over sixty percent (60̂ ) 
of the general science teachers In this survey teach only 
one or two general science classes » with the mean being 2*81* 
(The mean is higher than would be expected because one teacher 
taught nine classes of general science and another teacher 
taught ten) The Office of Education found that one.half (1/2) 
of the schools with enrolments less than two-hundred (200) 
had only part-time science teachers* Only in the high schools 
over five-hundred (500) did the full-time science teachers 
exceed the part-time science teachers.) The Office of 
Education also had this to say on the subject:
The large number of part-time science teachers revealed 
in this study suggests that division of responsibility may 
be the most serious weakness of our science teaching 
enterprise.^
Since the size of the schools in Montana is» for the most part» 
smaller than two-hundred (200) students, it is not usually 
feasible to employ a full-time general science teacher. In 
this study there is no way of telling if the part-time general 
science teachers are also the biology, physics, and chemistry
3 Office of Education, Bulletin Number 9$ op. cit* p. 24, 
^ Office of Education, Bulletin Number 9, Ibid* p. 29.
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TABLE II
PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY POLYGON OH USE OF STATE 
COURSE OF STUDY AS REPORTED BY 36 MONTANA 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
FREQUENTLY r
1/2 THE TIME 1 o%l
SOME
NOT AT ALL 1 5 7 7 .  I I I  — I  1 ,  k  t
TABLE III
PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY POLYGON ON NUMBER OF 
CLASSES OF GENERAL SCIENCE TAUGHT BY 36 
MONTANA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
1 CLASS 1 38. ti7c 1 vm 11'̂ :' 1
2 CLASSES 1 22.2 % r  “ T|
3 CLASSES 1 1
& CLASSES 1 5 .6 % 1 1̂1
3 CLASSES 1 i).i7o
b  CLASSES 1 6.6%,l‘*«-i MEAN Z,b\7 CLASSES 1 o%\
8 CLASSES 1 o%l
9 CLASSES 1 2.8%
10 CLASSES 1 2.8% 1#
teachers of their school systems* Consequently» to state that 
the majority of general science teachers in Montana are 
only part-time science teachers could be an error, although 
it may be true of many schools*
jflbat portion of the year do you offer general science?
As Table IV (page 33) Indicates, about three-fourths (3/4) of 
the reporting schools devotes a full year to general science in 
grades seven and eight with the remaining one-fourth (1/4) of 
the reporting schools only offering general science for one 
semester* The ninth grade general science was offered for a 
full year in all of the reporting schools. This situation 
seems to be the trend as found by the Office of Education also* 
The majority of the schools reported general science taught 
all year with about one-fourth (1/4) of them teaching it for 
one semester*5
With what frequency is general science taught? The re­
porting schools indicated that most frequently general 
science is taught five days each week, and the trend becomes 
more definite in progressing from grade seven to grade nine, 
the ninth grade being one-hundred percent (100^)« Table V 
(page 33) gives the breakdown of percentages for each of the 
grades* The Office of Education again found the trend to be 
the same* The majority of the schools reported general science
5 The Office of Education, Bulletin Number 9, ^* cit 
p. 34#
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table 17
PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY POLYGON ON THE PORTION OF 
THE SCHOOL YEAR DEVOTED TO GENERAL SCIENCE 
IN THE REPORTING SCHOOLS
GRADE. SEVE.N
A LLY E A R  [ 76.5% 1 ..
ONE SEMESTER [ 25.5% 1 W k .  1
LtSSTHAN m  SEMtSTtRC 0% I
G R A D E  E I G H T
ALL YEAR C
ONE SEMESTER [ 2 l . 7 % ; v ^ T "  C f T )  J
LESS THAN ONE SEMESTER C o%\
g r a d e  N N E .
A LL  YEAR [ 100% 1 ^ "
ONE SEMESTER [ o %  1
LESS THAN ONE SEMESTER [ OVe 1
TABLE V
PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY POLYGON ON THE NÜÎ4BER OF 
DAYS PER WEEK GENERAL SCIENCE IS TAUGHT IN THE
REPORTING SCHOOLS
G R A P E .  SE.VE.h4
DAILY I é8.»%i ' —  • • I
FOUR T IM tS  PER WEEK I 5-5%i --i
THREE TIMES PER WEEK I
TWO TIMES PER WEEK i ;i
ONCE PER WEEK I O-TjU
G R A D E . E IG H T
DAILY I asi%\
FOUR TIMES PER WEEK I or» I THREE TIMES PER WEEK I '2 »%l ^  
TW O TIMES PER WEEK I 4-2%L# 
ONCE PER WEEK L_22ki
GRADE NINE
daily
FOUR TIMES PER WEEK I I
THREE TIMES PER WEEK I 
TWO TIMES PER WEEK I 
ONCE PER WEEK I ° % J
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taught five periods per week, with one^fourth (1/4) of the
schools offering general science for one, two, or three periods 
each week*6
Ü22 are your class periods for each grade? The
questionnaires seemed to indicate that in grade nine a little 
more than one*half of the schools have general science periods 
between fifty and sixty minutes long with the remaining periods 
being between forty and forty-nine minutes long. In the 
seventh and eighth grades the forty to forty-nine minute 
period has one more frequency than the fifty to sixty minute 
period with a few schools reporting periods of shorter length. 
One of the major drawbacks in the interpreting of the length 
of periods is that in the larger schools the periods are of 
different length for the classes meeting twice and three times 
a week. These classes have the same total time each week but 
not each day.
If laboratory time is not included in your regular class 
time, how much time is involved in laboratory? There were only 
two of the twenty-seven schools that reported extra time 
allowed for laboratory work.
2. MATS1UAL3 AND METHODS USED IN INSTRUCTION
T̂hat methods of instruction do you use in your general 
science classes? (Rate them as to: used frequently, used
generally, used some, and not used). Table VI (page 35) gives
6 The Office of Education, Bulletin Number 9# loc. cit.
“35”
TABLE VI
PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY POLYGONS RATING IMPORTANCE 
OF VARIOUS METHODS OF INSTRUCTION AS JUDGED BY 
36 MONTANA TEACHERS IN JUNIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL GRADES
LECTURE d e m o n s t r a t io n s
30.4.% PÊ mâOHBk'̂ 19.4%
47.2% 1 50%
1 6,. 7% -  I 21.8% ■ -J
S.S^oM 2.8% r
WORK BOOKS TEXT B o o k  r e a d in g
25% 50%
M.|% 34.1 % 1
2.3% 5.4%
\t>\.\<no 8.3%
EXTRA r e p o r t s -  WR\TTêH EXTRA REPORTS-ORAL.
u . i«r* 5.4%
33.3% 38.8% 1
33.3% 30.4%
22.2 Va . 1 25%
PANELS PROJECTS
2.8% I 5 .4%
2.6% 19.4% ]
19.4% 1 3o. 4 %
75 % 44.4%
F ILM INDIVIDUAL l a b o r a t o r y
25 Va 5.4 %
38.8% J (9.4% J
22.2% 13.9%
13.9% 41.1%
GROUP LABORATORY FIELD TRIPS
i3.9% 2.8% # .. ^
30.6,% J 19.4%
13,9% 1 15 % ■ 1
4L 7% .......**r ' 52.8% 1 .
e x t r a  r e a d in g MAKING OF: CHARTS, GRAPHS, DRAWINGS, ETO.
13.9% —YiTatl 19.4%
19.4% 34.1% -1
36.1% 1 14.7% .... 1 _
3o. 6% ■ -i 17. 8 %
CXH\B\T£> COMMUNITY RESOURCES
5.4% 1
.-a
5.4% a
19.4% 1 13.9% ---- 1----J
13.9% ■ '1 21.1 %
41.1% 58.3 ‘V.j
9 \ - l ° 7o
o t h e r s
iÿ- ' "j
FREQUENTLY USED 
g e n e r a l l y  USED
USED SOME 
NOT USED
^ 36" #
all of the methods that the teachers used in the teaching of 
general science^ and the amount they used each method* To 
Indicate more clearly the methods used Table VII (page 37) 
w^s made from those methods the reporting teachers did not 
use* By doing this several trends seem to be shown* One of 
these trends is the dominance of the traditional methods such 
as: lecturing, having the students read the text book, and
showing the students demonstrations* There is the possibility 
that the strong use of demonstration and small use of the 
group laboratory and Individual laboratory is due to lack of 
facilities to carry on laboratory work in which the whole 
class may participate* The child<*centered methods do not seem 
to be popular but a more intensified study of the reasons would 
have to be made before the possible reasons could be determined.
The large percent of teachers that did not use methods other 
than the ones listed on the questionnaire would seem to 
indicate a fairly complete coverage of the methods that are 
used by the reporting teachers in their general science classes.
What Textbook do you use in teaching general science?
The textbooks (see Bibliography, page 67 of the Appendix) that 
were used by the reporting teachers were;
New World of Science • R* Will Burnett and others 
Our World and Science - Samuel R. Powers and others 
Living with Science - George W* Fowler and others 
Everyday Science * Caldwell and Curtis Science Problems Series * Beauchamp, Mayfield, and West 
Senior Science • Bush, Ptacek, and Kovats
The Wonderland of Science - Meister, Keirstead, and Shoemaker 
Our Environment Series - Carpenter, Wood, and Smith
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table VII
PERCENTAGE PREQUENCT POLYGON OF "NOT USED" METHODS 
OF INSTRUCTION AS JUDGED BY 36 MONTANA TEACHERS IN 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADES
d e m o n s t r a t io n
LECTURE 
TEXT BOOK READING 
F IL M
e x t r a  report- w ritten  
EXTRA REPORT-ORAL 
MAKING OF: CHARTS GRAPHS ETC 
EXTRA READING 
GROUP LABORATORY 
PRO JECTS  
FIELD T R IP S  
COMMUNITY RESOURCES 
WORK &OOKS 
INDIVIDUAL LABORATORY 
EXHIBITS  
PANELS 
0 T H E .R 5
s.6%1
8.3%
22.%%
26%
27.6% cas. ■ -Ml I '
iJkrr * i
'■«*6 r̂-
5 2 . 6 %  I
56.3% I - 7
- . w .
175 % "~Y.
I 9I.7%L
Doorways to Science • Hunter and Whitman 
Science for Better Living Brandwein and others 
Basic Science Bernard and Edwards
Everyday Problems in Science * Beauchamp, Mayfield and West 
Science for Modern Living  ̂Smith, Jones and Teeters
Frçm this list of textbooks there were only two that were used
frequently by different schools. These two were the Science
Problems Books 1, 2 & 3, by Beauchamp, Mayfield and West and
Our Environment Series by Carpenter and Wood.
If you use a workbook, which one do you use? There 
were only one-third of the reporting teachers using the 
workbook and these reported that they used the workbook that 
followed the textbook that they were using*
Other books or references. Of the thirty-six reporting 
teachers, only six did not report the use of ♦’Other references’. 
The references that were used by more than one teacher are 
listed below:
BooksLiving with Science - two teachers 
American Red Cross First Aid Book - two teachers 
Our Environment - three teachers Miscellaneous Books - four teachers 
PeriodicalsLife - three teachers 
Digests - three teachersCurrent Science and Aviation - ten teachers 
Science Newsletter - seven teachers 
Nature Magazine * four teachers 
National Geographic - four teachers
EncyclopediasMiscellaneous Encyclopedias - five teachers 
Encyclopedia Americana four teachers 
Encyclopedia Britanica - three teachers 
ComptonEncyclopedia - three teachers 
popular Science Encyclopedia - two teachers 
World Book Encyclopedia - six teachers
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Along vdth this list the teachers reported the use of: five
different bulletins, ten different periodicals, twenty-eight 
books, six Industrial publications, two atlases, and such 
other references as libraries, radio programs, charts, film 
guides, models, and charts*
3. EVALUATION
^at methods of evaluation do you use in general science? 
Table VIII (page 40) suggests a *big three« in the evaluation 
of the students* These *̂ blg three” ares class participation, 
teacher made tests, and class attitudes* The implication from 
Table IX (page 41) is that grading of reports should also be 
included with the three evaluation methods considered to be 
of major importance* The laboratory techniques and 
standardized tests might very well be affected by the lack of 
use in the school system*
How often do you give tests: full period test, partial
period test? The frequency of giving tests can best be 
indicated by Table X (page 42). It would appear that the full 
period tests are not given very frequently, and the partial 
period tests are given, in the majority of cases, about once
per week*
V^Mch of the purposes of general science ranks first in 
yQUj. case; preparatory for following science courses, 
fundamental course for all students, general course for students
TABLE VIII
PERCENTAGE FREQUENTCI POLYGONS RATING 
IMPORTANCE OF VARIOUS FACTORS USED IN 
GRADING AS JUDGED BY )6 MONTANA 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
CLASS PARTICIPATION TELST WITH TEXTBOOK
75 Va 25% L : - \16.7%, , , .1 30.<oVo ............ 1
Z.8% 15-9%
5 .(0% J 3o.6>% Jl
TEST W \TH WOF*.K600K t e a c h e r  made  TE.STÔ
\\A7o M M 52.8% . V .. , , j
25 Vo - J 41.7% ■ ■ “ 1
S,ia7o 1 2.8%
—_ ' 1 2.8%
STANOARDIXEO TESTS GRADING OF REPORTS
5.5% 21.2%1 6 .7%, I 47.2% 1
13.9% 1 i9 .4% , J
(9I • 1 Vo 1 11.1%
GRADING OF: CHARTS/ GRAPHS, DRAWINGS CUAS5  A t t i tu d e
IG.7% So%
56.1% 19.4% , J
15 Vo 1 11.1% - 1 ,
21.2% 1 19.4 % 1
laborATOR.Y TECHNIQUES GRADING OF PROJECTS
19.4% 13.9%
14.4% 30.6»% J
8 .3% 1 11. 1% I . ..........-,
51.8% 4 4 .4% 1
OTHERS11.1% 1
0 %0%
88-9% .1
iu g ,.a -j m a j o r  im p o r t a n c e
!■> '~i CONSIDERED
□  SECONDARY IMPORTANCE
rUMf9 NOT CONSIDERED
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TABLE II
PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY POLYGON OF VARIOUS FACTORS 
NOT USED IN GRADING A3 JUDGED BY 36 MONTANA 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
TEACHER MADE TESTS [ 2.8% 1 1
CLASS PARTICIPATION [ 5.6% I
GRADING OF REPORTS C n.i% 1 ]
CLASS ATTITUDE [
GRADIN6XHARTS,GRAPHS, ETC, [ 22.2.% ! _ _  ■■. J
TESTS WITH TEXTBOOK [30 .6  % l 3
GRADING OF PROJECTS [44. • ...............‘1
LABORATORY TECHNIQUES C6 2 .8 %  1 1
TESTS WITH WORKBOOK [5e.3Vor 1
STANDARDIZED TESTS Cbi.i%r . & 1
OTHERS r0 8 .9 %  1 j
TABLE X
PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY POLYGONS ON TEST-GIVING BY 
36 MONTANA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
F U L L  P E R I O D TLST
DAILY [ 0%l
Z-h TIMES PER WEEK[ o% 1
WLLALY [ 0% 1
BIWLLELY [ 38.2%l -« s z r r 'lz a
TRIWEEKLY [ 17.6% 1 r -  1
EVERY 6 WEEKS [ 41.1% 1 --------
ONCE PER SEMESTERC 3% te\
NEVER [ 0% 1
PARTIAL PERIOD T E S T
DAILY [ o%  1
Z-h- TIMES PERWEEK[ 2,6.7% 1 '-  .rj
WEEKLY [57.1% 1 ■ ZD
BIWEEKLY [14.3% K 1
TRIWEEKLY [ 2<9‘% rn
EVERY 6  WEEKS [ 0%1
ONCE PER SEMESTERE o% 1
NEVER [ 0*%!
Joking; other science courses> and to fill State require» 
ment s for science. Fourteen and six-'tenths percent (14.6#) 
of the reporting teachers reported that they considered 
general science to be preparatory for following science courses. 
Seventy»three and two-tenths percent (73*2#) of the teachers 
felt the purpose of general science was to give all the 
students a fundamental course* Nine and eight-tenths percent 
(9*0#) of the teachers indicated that general science was a 
course for students not taking other sciences, and two and 
four-tenths percent (2.4#) of the teachers believed general 
science was taught to fill the State requirements for science* 
The large percent of the teachers that indicated the fundamental 
course for all students would seem to imply that this 
philosophy is dominant.
In your teaching of general science, what objectives 
do you keep in mind; most Important objectives, secondary 
importance? Instead of trying to summarize all of the differ­
ent objectives of the reporting teachers, a list of some of 
the more common objectives will be listed. There will be no 
distinction made between the most important and the secondary 
objectives because of the overlapping of them in the opinions 
of the different teachers. The following is the list of some 
of these objectives (quoted directly):
To develop initiative and clear thinking*
To teach science as an explanation of everyday happenings, and enable the student to understand 
ordinary phenomena.
To adjust to our environment; to improve living.
Help students to understand the forces, materials, and organisms of their environment*
Fulfillment of desires and natural curiosities of things scientific.
To acquaint the student with the significance of science in the world we live in.
Broaden knowledge entire field with emphasis on application in future.
To acquaint them with a store of facts about this 
world and how, when, and where to find more truths and knowledge*
To awaken students* interest in science.
To inculcate the scientific attitudes.
Preparation for future science courses.
To know about their own bodies and how to live 
happily and well in their environment.
If these objectives are checked against those of The
Thirty-First Yearbook?, The Forty-Sixth Yearbook̂ , Preston̂ ,
7 "A Program for Teaching Science", Thirty-First 
Yearbook of ti^ National Society for the Study of Education, 
Part I, 1^2m pp. 127-120.
 ̂«Science Education in American Schools", Forty-Sixth 
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education. 
Part 1, l9&7f p. 142.
9 Charles E. Preston, The High School Science Teacher 
and His Work, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
I^6T“ pFT51-55.
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Croxton^^, HeisSi Obourn and Hoffman^^, Powerŝ 3  ̂14̂
Hunter and Ahrens^), Hunter and Spore^^, and Montana State Course/
of Study^7 the same basic philosophies seem to be present.
They can probably best be summarized by the summary made by Blanc.
W. C. Croxton, Science in the Elementary School.
(New lorkt McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1937) P* 3̂ *
Victor H. NollI The Teaching of Science in Elementary 
and Secondary Schools. (Sew tork: Longmans, Green, and
Company, 1939) pp• -14•
12 Elwood D. Heiss, Ellsworth S. Oboum, and Charles 
W. Hoffman, Modern Science Teaching. (New Yorks Macmillan 
Company, 1950) p. 9.
 ̂Samuel R* Powers, "Science and General Education", 
Teachers College Record. 49s300-38l, March, 1946.
Samuel R. Powers, "The Goals of Education in Science", 
Science Education. 23s136-141, April, 1944. in Sam S. Blanc, 
"Review of the General Goals in Science Teaching", Science 
Education. 36:47-52, February, 1952.
0. W. Hunter and H. J. E. Ahrens, "The Present 
Status of Science Objectives in the Secondary Schools of 
California", Science Education. 31:287-295» December, 1947, 
in Sam S. Blanc, "Review oJf the General Goals in Science 
Teaching", Science Education. 36:47-52, February, 1952.
16 G. W. Hunter and L. Spore, "The Objectives of 
Science in the Secondary Schools of the United States"
School Science and Mathematics. 43:633-647» October, 1943.
17 "Course of Study in General Science, Biology, 
Chemistry, and Physics for Montana High Schools", (Helena, 
Montana: State Department of Public Instruction, 1928. p. 26.
A - To Develop Understanding and Insight into the Forces 
and Nature of the Environment»
1* Organization of the environment*
2» Existence in the environment.
3* Appreciation of the environment.
4* Natural laws of the environment,
B To Develop Knowledge and Understanding of the Facts, 
Principles, and Concepts of Science*
1* Understanding common facts of science*
2. Understanding general principles of science*
3* Gaining new concepts of science*
4« Applying the principles of science in the home.
C; » Develop Personal Growth in the Habits and Methods 
of Science*
1* Ability to use the scientific method in problem 
solving.
2. Understanding of personal health needs*
3* Developing scientific skills and work experiences.
4. Gaining freedom from superstitious beliefs*
D To Develop Interest and Appreciations in the Benefits 
of Science.
1. Enlarging upon scientific interests.
2. Discovering new avenues for study.
3* Gaining new meanings in the contributions of science.
4# Desiring further knowledge in science*
£ «- To Develop Democratic Social Attitudes Toward the 
Resources of Science*
1* Understanding the impact of technology on society.
2. Seeing developments in science as a solution to 
social problems.
3* Understanding the importance of natural resources to 
man.
4* Discovering consumer education as a scientific process.^®
4* TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS
How many years teaching experience do you have? The 
reporting teachers had a range of from no experience to forty 
years of teaching experience. Table XI (page 47) gives the 
frequency of the teachers that fall into the given groups.
It was found that the mean was twelve and sixty-seven
lâ Sam S. Blanc, "Review of the General Goals in Science 
Teaching", Science Education* 36:47-*52, February, 1952.
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TABLE II
PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY TABLE OF YEARS TEACHING 
EXPERIENCE OF 36 MONTANA JUNIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL GENERAL SCIENCE TEACHERS
i f a ça
43- 40 1 7 7
X * \4 +
^ -14- I
MEAN = 12.67
39-36 0 6 0
35-32 0 5 0
31-28 3 4- 12
27-24 2 3 \o
25-20 3 2 6
19-16 4 1 4
15-12 2 0 0
11-8 5 -1 -5
7-4- 5 -2 -10
3-0 11 -3 -3 3
36 ■ -1 3
TABLE XII
PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY POLYGON INDICATING DEGREE HELD 
BY 36 MONTANA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL GENERAL 
SCIENCE TEACHERS
TWO YEAR 
BACHELORS 
MASTERS 
DOCTORS
72.2%
25 V o
2.8%fc
TABLE XIII
.PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY POLYGON INDICATING TEACHING 
CERTIFICATE HELD BY 36 MONTANA JUNIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL GENERAL SCIENCE TEACHERS
l if e  c e r t if ic a t e  [ 4-1.
SECONDARY STANDARD GEN. 1 50 % f T T ü iW iT T r r , , ~ ~1
EMERGENCY SECONDARY [ z .s% m
hundredths (12*67) years. Since there is no relation with 
teachers teaching other fields of preparation in the same 
schools, very little can be said about the retention of 
teachers in science compared with teachers in other fields of 
preparation*
Degree or degrees held, k very encouraging situation 
presents itself in Table XII (page 47) in that all of the 
reporting teachers had at least a bachelors degree and over 
one-̂ fourth (1/4) of them had a masters degree or better.
Teaching certificate held* Table XIII ( page 47) 
indicates the certificates held by the thirty^six reporting 
teachers* The life certificate should have been broken down 
into elementary and secondary, but because of complications 
in reporting such as: some teachers have both elementary
life and secondary life certificates, some teachers just 
reported a life certificate, no method was determined to separate 
the life certificates.
What are your teaching majors? What are your teaching 
minors? Table XIV (page 49) suggests a trend of the reporting 
general science teachers to have a major or minor in the 
field of science, but the other majors fields are also very 
close to the same percentage. It is interesting to note that 
no teachers reported minors in physics or chemistry but had 
their minors in science in general or one of the survey courses 
in science* The one exception to this is the biological sciences
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TABLE XIV
PERCENTAGE FREQÜENCT POLYGON ON TEACHING MAJORS 
AND MINORS OF 36 MONTANA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
TEACHERS OF GENERAL SCIENCE
SCIE.NCÊ  
M A TH £M A T\C S  
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
E .N G U S H  
CHE.M15TRY 
HISTORY 
PHYSICS 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
BIOLOGY 
biological science
HOME ECONOMICS 
AGRICULTURE 
AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS 
acK GRADE
adm inistratio n
SPANISH  
GEOGRAPHY 
SHOP  
GUIDANCE 
LIBRARY SCIENCE
1 2 . 2 %
2 7 . 0 %
-- . _ m  ! . .
l k . 7 %
1 9 . 4 % 1
K : .  : •  -1
1 6 . 707 , -  1
V9 . 4 «7 ,
2 . 8 0 7 , - J
- J
U . l < % 1
18 . 3 % %  . ..
.................J
S . i o ^ O
0 %
8 . 3 %
8 - 3 %
5 . 6 'T ’,
2 . 8 % ' 1
5 . 6 % 1
8 . 3 % r
2.0%2.8%
2.6% 9̂1
0%
2.8% j
0%
2.8% "10%
2.0% 110%
2.8% 10%
0%
1.8% d
0%
n2.8%
0%
2.0% B
0%
TEACHING MAJOR TEACHING MINOR
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What science courses have you had In college? Table 
(page 51) which gives the breakdown of all the courses of 
science taken does not give a very encouraging picture of the 
general science teacher in Montana, but when the many courses 
that are covered in a course in general science are considered, 
the problem envolved can be seen to be of great magnitude*
A more favorable report can be found in Table XVI (page 51) 
where the courses are grouped so that a teacher having a 
course in that field is indicated. Even in this table certain 
deficiencies are apparent*
Indicate the course or courses which you considered to 
have been most helpful in teaching general science. The 
concensus seems to be that all of the science courses have 
their places in the teaching of general science. If this was 
not the opinion, the usual case was the reporting teacher 
believed the courses In their field of preparation to be the 
more valuable. Some indicated the course in methods to be the 
least valuable.
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table XV
PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY POLYGONS OF SCIENCE 
COURSES TAKEN IN COLLEGE BY 36 MONTANA 
GENERAL SCIENCE TEACHERS IN JUNIOR 
HIGH SCHOOL GRADES
Z.Sfc
GENERAL
2.8%30.4»%
GENER AL Z O O L O G Y
38.8%
8.5%1.8%
^.4%
GENERAL 9WY5VCS
QC.1ME.ff.AV- P O T A N Y
33. 3%
8 .3%U. I %U •»%)
30.6%5.6%2.87on.1%
So %
V.
86.1%
1LI%>0%
0%-fT.STo4i.i% !'355!r"̂r"
I YEAR 
1 5EML5TLR
2  QUARTERS 
1 QUARTER
N O T H IN G
TABLE XVI
PRECENTAGE FREQUENCY POLYGON SHOïfINO SCIENCE 
FIELDS TAKEN IN COLLEGE BY 36 MONTANA 
GENERAL SCIENCE TEACHERS IN JUNIOR
innn snHooT. r.R uJES
ZOOLOGY  
b o t a n y  
CHEMISTRY 
PHYSICS
94.7%, I
75.6 Vo I
70.2%  I
geologyiOR ASTRONOMY I se.èvo
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t a b l e  XV
PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY POLYGONS OF SCIENCE 
COURSES TAKEN IN COLLEGE BY 36 MONTANA 
GENERAL SCIENCE TEACHERS IN JUNIOR 
HIGH SCHOOL GRADES
z.t%
GENERAL
a.sfo
2 .8%
8.3%n.1%U •!%
3fc.|7e
G E N ER A L ZO O LO G Y
38.89k
8.3% h
GENERAL fW Y 5 lC S
S‘iôo^.4%
5.6%
2.87o Ifl
QEMELRAl- P 0“r AN Y
II .1 To
B io l o g y S u r v e y  b i o l o g i c a l  s c i e n c e s
5.69k 2.8%
16.7%»o7k0%
8.3%
63.9% a
13.9%
69.5%
1, f-
' 4ÜJ.
S U R V E Y  P H Y S IC A L  SCIENCES8.5%)0%
2.8%
II I To &r-' . 1
F IE L D  Z. OOLOGY
15.97k 75%
2.%%2.87k5.6%)
77.7% .
16.77.
8 .3 %,3o. 6 %
HUk\AN PHYSIOLOGY CLASSIFICATION OF SPRING FLORA&.3%
2.99k2.9%
19.4 %66.77̂
S»57a
0%0%
19.4%
g e o l o g y A STR O N O M Y5.6%>2.87k
2'8%)
72.17k
TE A C H IN G  OP SCIENCEÔ.37.2.8%
0%3*.a7k50 7c
%5.3% _2&1 tf
b a c t e r io l o g y
07k
2.87k<2 9b
13.97c
83.3%>
A N A T O M Y
5.67c
5.6%
5.6%_&L5% rr^ i 86.17k» If
CHAPTER V
SUÎ ÎMARI, CONCLÜSIOSÎS, AND EECWISNDATIONS
I. SUîmRY
One of the problems in education today, is the concern
over the wide variety in the methods of teaching, in grade
levels reached, in materials taught, in evaluation of methods
used, and In teacher qualifications as these are related to any
particular subject* It was the purpose of this survey to find
if there were any trends related to these divisions in the field
of general science in the junior high school grades of Montana.
The Part-A High School Reports were used to determine the
schools that would fall into the types of junior high schools
to be used in this survey* After the schools were determined,
questionnaires were mailed to sixty-four (64) teachers, thirty-
six (36) of which were returned (six from third class schools,
one from a county high school, one from a private high school,
nine from first class schools, and nineteen from second
class schools)* These thirty^six (36) questionnaires represented
twenty-seven (27) different school systems.
The questionnaire was divided into four divisions:
curriculum, materials and methods used in instruction,
evaluation, and teacher qualifications* From the questionnaires
it was thought that some trends could be found in the teaching
of general science in Montana
The data was then tabulated and used as the basis for
Chapter IV (page 27), Analysis of Questionnaire,
—52—
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II, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOI^KENDATIONS
Curriculum. The trend in the state of Montana would 
indicate that the State follows the national trend in offering 
general science in grades seven, eight, and nine. There is 
considerable variation between schools as tos length of class 
periods, portion of the year general science is offered, and 
the number of times the class meets each week. This variation 
seems to be common over the country.
The lack of use of the State Course of Study is probably 
due to the fact that it has not been revised since 1928. This 
is a poor situation considering the advances in science the 
last few years. A new course of study should be developed.
Authorities consider two preparations in science to be 
maximum. Thus, it would appear that most of the teachers are 
considerably over-loaded. It is probably true that some 
teachers have too many preparations, but considering the size 
of the schools in Montana it would be a difficult task to 
have teachers with only two preparations* Most of the schools 
only have one section of each class and a teacher usually 
teaches five classes a day.
The lack of laboratory time, other than class time, 
indicates a deficiency in this department. General science 
seems to be taking on the form of a survey course” Instead of 
a ”laboratory course”. This is probably due to the objectives 
of the course as set up by the administration, and limitations 
of funds. Regardless of the reason, the amount of time for
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Indlvidual laboratory should probably be increased»
Materials and Methods Used in Instruction» As far as 
the methods used in the classes are concerned, it would 
appear that most of the classes in general science are 
teacher-dominated* There are several reasons that might make 
this the cases (1) lack of support by administrators; (2) 
inadequate training by teacher training institutions; (3) 
lack of facilities; (4) different aims and objectives of the 
teachers; and last, but not least, (5) teachers unwillingness 
to put forth the extra effort needed by the other types of 
methods* Whatever the reason, the existing situation should 
be remedied if the teachers are to attain the objectives they 
have set up.
The textbook situation in Montana is more uniform than 
would be expected since the teachers, In general, pick their 
own textbooks. The teachers reported the use of two textbook 
series much more than any other; yet, they had different 
subject specializations. This further makes the extent of 
uniform textbook selection remarkable. Even if a basic text 
were adopted by the State, equality of education would not be 
guaranteed because of the different methods of teaching avail­
able, and the individuality of the teacher. A basic text 
would, however, tend to unify the field coverage.
Educators seem to believe that a good workbook is a 
valuable teaching tool. They also indicate that many of the 
workbooks on the market are poor and only tend to retard the
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interest of the students* With this in mind, one can understand 
why some teachers used workbooks and others did not* Those 
that found a workbook that fitted their needs used one; 
those that have not found a workbook that they consider to 
be satisfactory, do not use one*
Unless the general science teacher is a "walking atlas 
of scientific experiences", the course should require the use 
of reference material* Teaching from the text Is not enough 
alone* General science must have the support and broadening 
aspect of reference material. Most of the teachers did report 
that they used a variety of reference material* As the 
teachers gain more experience, they will also gain more 
knowledge of different references and their value to the course*
Evaluation* The teachers seem to use the traditional 
types of tests and try to add the students* class attitudes 
and class participation to the test results* The sum of these 
three seem to make the basis for the students* grades. Because 
other methods of grading are not as yet satisfactory, in the 
minds of most teachers, the system they use will have to 
suffice until they find one that they consider to be better.
Teacher Qualifications* Probably the major point in 
teacher qualification is the fact that about forty-five percent 
(if5ÿî) of the textbooks in general science are devoted to 
physics and yet, only a little over half of the teachers have 
had any physics in college* The lack of astronomy and geology 
is also a weakness in the preparation of the general science
teachers* Educators support the opinion that a broad know­
ledge of science is needed for general science teachers• The 
educators also indicate that the state departments could 
control this situation by requiring more fields of training 
for general science teachers*
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Dear Fellow Science Teacher;
I realize that all of us are subjected to the filling 
out of many questionnaires so many, in fact, that we tend 
to develop psychoses when we see another one coming*
Despite this, I am asking you to fill in the attached 
questionnaire» The data so obtained will be used to survey 
general science teaching at the junior high school level in 
Montana —  a matter in which X am really very much interested*
I have tried to make this instrument as economical of 
your time as possible* I sincerely hope you will fill it in 
as accurately and completely as possible, since the survey*s 
validity is completely dependent upon that*
I should mention, also, that I plan to use this survey as 
partial fulfillment of the requirements for a master*s degree 
at Montana State University*
Please note that all information as it pertains to any 
specific school system will be kept completely confidential. 
The final paper will not identify any school or teacher.
If you, too, are interested in the results obtained, and 
would, therefore, like a copy of my findings, please indicate 
on the questionnaire, and I will mail you a copy*
Eldon M* Nedds 
General Science Teacher Glasgow High School 
Glasgow, Montana
General Science Teaching
at the junior high school level in Montana schools
Directions: Please fill out all blanks as accurately as
possible* Where your situation isn’t fully 
covered by the questionŝ  please feel free to 
add information on the margins or back of the page*
School Town or City
Your name
Do you wish a copy of the findings? Yes^  No
A - CURRICULUM
Is a course or courses in general science offered in your school' 
Yes No
If general science is offered, what is the title of the course:
In the 7th Grade?
In the 8th Grade?
In the 9th Grade?
If you do not have a course in general science, what course or 
courses in your curriculum replaces of substitutes-for general 
science:
In the 7th Grade? ___
In the 8th Grade? ____ _ _______
In the 9th Grade?_______________________________
To what extent do you use the State course of study? (circle bel 
I follow it: Frequently About half the time Some Not at all
How many classes in general science do you teach? (check below)
of Glasses 1—  2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Grade 7 - - -     —  _  _  ____ __
Grade 8 - - -  _  ^ ______ _  _ __ _
Grade 9 - - -      ^ __ ____ __ __ __ __
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What portion of the year do you offer general science? (check below)
All year One semester Less then one semester
Grade 7Grade è   _ _
Grade 9 _  .
With what frequency is general science taught? (check below)
every 4 times 3 times twice once
day a week a week a week a week
Grade 7 __  __  __  __Grade è __  __  __ __  __
Grade 9____  __  __ __
How long are your class periods? (check below)
over 50*60 40*49 30*39 20*29 less than60 mini min* Min, min, min. 20 min.
Grade 7 __
Grade Ô _ _
Grade 9____  __  __ _  __
Is laboratory time included in the regular class period? Yes  No_
If answer is ̂ no*, please indicate how much extra time is involved:
In 7th Grade In 6th Grade In 9th Grade
B * MATERIALS AND METHODS USED IN INSTRUCTION
%at methods of instruction do you use in your general sciences classes? (check below with "1” If used frequently, with ”2" if 
used generally, with ”3̂  if used some, and leave blank if not used)
LectureDemonstrations or teacher experiments
Workbooks 
“ Textbook reading assignments 
Extra reports (written)
“ Extra reports (oral)
Panels 
Projects 
" Films  ̂  ̂ ^“ Individual laboratory work 
~ Group laboratory work 
" Field trips
Extra reading and reference book reading assignments 
" Making charts, drawings, graphs, pictorals etc.
~ Exhibits
Community resources 
“ Others: (list below)
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What materials do you use in teaching general science? 
Title of textbook_____ _____________________
Author of textbook
Title of workbook or laboratory book_
Other books or references used in course: (Includepamphlets, bulletins, magazineŝ  encyclopedias and the like» List below)
C - EVALUATION
What methods of evaluation do you use in general science?(check below with "1” if considered of major importance, with 
”2** if considered secondary in importance, with ”3” if considered but not greatly, and leave blank if not considered at all)
Class participation 
■ Tests with textbook Tests with workbook 
____ Teacher-made tests ____ Standardized tests 
Grading of reportsGrading of drawings, charts, graphs, pictorals and etc, 
____ Class attitude  Laboratory techniques
  ProjectsOthers: (List below)
How often do you give **Partial period test
week - - - -Daily----- -2 to 4 times a Once a week - -- -- -- -,
Bi-weekly         .
Tri-weekly-Once every six weeks- - - 
Once a semester 
Never -
* A test where all.the class time is used for the test 
** A test that leaves class time for another activity*
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of the following purposes of general science ranks first In your case? (check below)
_ Preparatory for following science courses*■ Fundamental course for all students
- General course for students not taking other science courses*
- To fill state requirements for science,
In your teaching of general science, what objectives do you keep in mind?
Most important objectives  ___________________
Of secondary importances
D - TEACHER QUALIFICATION 
How many years teaching experience do you have? Years
Degree or degrees held?
Teaching certificate held?.
kliat are your teaching majors?
What are your teaching minors? _ ___
What science courses have you had in college? (mark with %)*
* Please underline the courses on the next page which you
consider to have been most helpful in teaching general science
1 Quarter 1 Semester 2 Quarters Full Year
General Chemistry*»General Physics- General Zoology-*General Botany Biology»» — ^Survey Biological Sciences [ Survey Physical Sciences - [ Field Zoology— — — — — — Human Physiology Classification Spring Flora] Geology— — — — — — — — — —Astronomy— ^
Teaching of Science- - - - ] 
Other Courses:
